INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

The right- and left-handed helical progressions in double helix DNA were discovered in the structure of B-DNA and Z-DNA respectively ([@B1],[@B2]). The temporary formation of Z-DNA near promoter regions was shown to affect transcription processes ([@B3],[@B4]), in which state the double helix-DNA would contain two B- to Z-DNA junctions. The crystal structure of a B to Z-DNA junction was previously examined, proving the coexistence of the two helical states in one double-helix chain ([@B5]). The interconversion between right- and left-handed helical structures in double-helix DNA is believed to hold a vital role in regulating many biological processes ([@B6]) and proteins have been shown to have high affinity specific binding toward Z-DNA ([@B7],[@B8]). In this study, the concept of DNA handedness compatibility is extended to G-quadruplexes (G4)---four-stranded non-canonical secondary structures of DNA, which can also be specifically recognized by a range of proteins and/or ligands ([@B9]).

The core of a G4 structure normally consists of the stacking of two or more G-tetrads---a square planar arrangement of four guanine bases---stabilized by cations ([@B13],[@B14]). G4 structures have been studied for decades resulting in the discovery of various G-quadruplex topologies, differing in terms of backbone orientations, number of G-tetrads, molecularity, types of connecting loops, types of ions, among others ([@B15]). However, until recently, all discovered G4 structures were based on a right-handed helical progression. The first left-handed G4 structure of natural DNA was discovered in the form of *Z-G4*, a four-layered structure comprising of two stacking left-handed parallel G4 blocks ([@B36]). Several unique structural characteristics of left-handed G4 beyond its tetrad progression include the capping property of single-residue thymine loops and different sugar-phosphate backbone dihedral angles between the core guanine residues ([@B36]).

A 12-nt minimal motif for left-handed G4 formation was recently identified ([@B37]), from which a dimeric left-handed G4 structure was resolved. The original *Z-G4* sequence can be separated into two halves: the first half is a G-rich sequence which on its own would fold into a right-handed parallel G4 (designated as *Block1*, 5′-TGGTGGTGGTGGTT-3′), and the second half is the aforementioned minimal motif (designated as *Block2*, 5′-GTGGTGGTGGTG-3′) ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hence, the *Z-G4* structure effectively demonstrated the ability of the *Block2* sequence to alter the structure of *Block1* into a left-handed structure, notwithstanding its original conformation. Substitutions of some T nucleotide loops of *Block1* by A or C did not abolish the left-handedness of the sequence ([@B37]), showing that *Block2* could drive various adjacent sequences into a left-handed G4 conformation. We attempted to study the conformational switching ability of *Block2* for other G4 forms by attaching it to the thrombin-binding aptamer (*TBA*) sequence---a 15-mer G-rich sequence, which forms a right-handed anti-parallel G4 structure ([@B38]) and can bind specifically to exosite I of human alpha-thrombin ([@B39]). Surprisingly, we found that connecting *TBA* and *Block2* sequences resulted in a structure containing both right- and left-handed parallel G4 on top of each other. In both NMR solution and X-ray crystal structures, the *TBA* sequence is found to adopt a right-handed parallel conformation, while the *Block2* sequence remains in its left-handed parallel conformation. The conformational altering property of *Block2* is found to be more delicate and sequence-specific as it converts the *TBA* sequence from an anti-parallel to parallel right-handed conformation. We utilize the crystal structure of the combined sequence to examine the structural characteristics of both the individual right- and left-handed blocks, as well as the junction interface. The coexistence of both types of helical progression in a single G4 structure not only confirms the occurrence of right- to left-handed helical junctions in G4, but also further adds on to the repertoire of widely diverse G4s.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Sample preparation {#SEC2-1}
------------------

Unlabeled DNA oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT with a standard desalting purification in the scale of 100 nmol to 1 μmol. Sample purity measured with ESI-MS was \>99%. Site-specific labeled DNA oligonucleotides were chemically synthesized on an ABI 394 DNA synthesizer using products from Glen Research and Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, then purified following the protocol from Glen Research. The samples (concentration, 0.2−2 mM) were dialyzed successively against water, 25 mM KCl, and water again. DNA oligonucleotides were frozen, lyophilized, and dissolved in buffer containing 70 mM KCl and 20 mM KPi (pH 7) buffer. The DNA concentration was expressed in strand molarity using the nearest neighbor approximation for the 260 nm molar extinction coefficient of the unfolded species.

Circular dichroism {#SEC2-2}
------------------

Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded on a JASCO-815 spectropolarimeter using 1-cm path length quartz cuvettes at 20°C. Scans from 220 to 320 nm were performed with a scanning speed of 100 nm/min, 1-nm data pitch, 1-nm bandwidth and 1 s digital integration time (DIT). For each measurement, an average of three scans was taken, the spectral contribution of the buffer was subtracted and data were zero-corrected at 320 nm. DNA samples with concentrations of 3--8 μM were prepared in a buffer containing 70 mM KCl, 20 mM KPi (pH 7). Molar ellipticity of the CD spectra was calculated using the DNA concentration derived from the sample absorbance at 260 nm.

NMR spectroscopy {#SEC2-3}
----------------

NMR experiments were performed at 25°C on Bruker Avance II and III spectrometers operating at 600 and 800 MHz respectively. The DNA concentration for NMR experiments was typically 0.1−1.5 mM in 70 mM KCl, 20 mM KPi (pH 7) at 25°C, unless otherwise specified. Assignment of the imino protons of guanine residues was obtained by ^15^N-filtered experiments using 2% site-specific labelled samples. Assignments of guanine aromatic protons were obtained via long-range through-bond correlation between imino and aromatic protons. Spectra analyses were performed using the Topspin 3.5 (Bruker) and SPARKY 3.1 ([@B40]) softwares.

NMR structure calculations {#SEC2-4}
--------------------------

### NOE distance restraints {#SEC2-4-1}

Inter-proton distances for *TBA-TT-Block2* were obtained from NOESY experiments performed in H~2~O and D~2~O at various mixing times (100, 200 and 300 ms). For non-exchangeable protons, the peaks were classified as strong, medium, medium-weak and weak corresponding to the distance restraints of 2.7 ± 0.8, 3.8 ± 0.9, 4.6 ± 1.2 and 5.5 ± 1.7 Å respectively. Distances from exchangeable protons were classified as strong, medium and weak corresponding to the distance restraints of 4.0 ± 1.2, 4.8 ± 1.4 and 5.5 ± 1.7 Å respectively. Distance restraints involving thymine methyl groups were directed towards the methyl carbon with strong, medium and weak NOEs being restrained to 4.0 ± 1.2, 4.8 ± 1.4 and 5.5 ± 2.2 Å respectively.

### Dihedral restraints {#SEC2-4-2}

Dihedral angle restraints were imposed to the dihedral angle formed by O4′--C1′--N9--C4 of guanine residues. *Anti*-guanine residues were restricted to an angle of (240 ± 70)° or (240 ± 40)° for the outer tetrad and inner tetrad guanines respectively.

### Hydrogen-bond restraints {#SEC2-4-3}

Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds between guanines were restrained using H21--N7, N2--N7, H1--O6 and N1--O6 distances, which were set to 2.0 ± 0.2 Å, 2.9 ± 0.3, 2.0 ± 0.2 and 2.9 ± 0.3 Å respectively.

### Planarity restraints {#SEC2-4-4}

Planarity restraints were used for the G2•G6•G11•G15, G1•G5•G10•G14, G18•G21•G24•G27 and G20•G23•G26•G29 tetrads.

### Distance-geometry simulated annealing {#SEC2-4-5}

Initial extended conformation of *TBA-TT-Block2* sequence was generated using the XPLOR-NIH ([@B41]) program by supplying the available standard nucleic acid topology and parameter tables. Each system was then subjected to distance-geometry simulated annealing by incorporating distance, dihedral, hydrogen-bond and planarity restraints. One hundred structures were generated and subjected to further refinement.

### Distance-restrained molecular dynamics refinement {#SEC2-4-6}

The 100 structures obtained from each simulated annealing step were refined with a distance-restrained molecular dynamics protocol incorporating all distance restraints. The system was heated from 300 to 1000 K in 14 ps and allowed to equilibrate for 6 ps, during which force constants for the distance restraints were kept at 2 kcal mol^−1^.Å^−2^. The force constants for non-exchangeable proton and exchangeable proton restraints were then increased to 16 kcal mol^−1^.Å^−2^ and 8 kcal mol^−1^.Å^−2^ respectively in 20 ps before another equilibration at 1000 K for 50 ps. Next, the system was cooled down to 300 K in 42 ps, after which an equilibration was performed for 18 ps. Coordinates of the molecule were saved every 0.5 ps during the last 10.0 ps and averaged. The average structure obtained was then subjected to minimization until the gradient of energy was \<0.1 kcal mol^−1^. Dihedral (50 kcal mol^−1^ rad^−2^) and planarity (1 kcal mol^−1^ Å^−2^ for tetrads) restraints were maintained throughout the course of refinement. Ten-lowest energy structures were generated.

Crystallization {#SEC2-5}
---------------

*TBA-T-Block2* solution at a concentration of 1 mM was prepared in 100 mM potassium cacodylate buffer (pH 7). Prior to using for crystallization, the sample was annealed by heating at 95°C for 5 min followed by slowly cooling to room temperature. Initial screening for crystallization conditions was done at 24°C using Natrix 1 & 2 reagents set (Hampton Research) in a 96-well sitting drop vapor diffusion setup at both 2:1 and 1:1 sample-to-reagent proportions with the help of mosquito^®^ LCP (ttplabtech). Rod shaped crystals were found to form within 7--10 days under the following condition: 0.08 M potassium chloride, 0.04 M sodium cacodylate trihydrate pH 7.0, 60% (v/v) -2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol and 0.012 M spermine tetrahydrochloride. Crystals were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen before data collection.

X-ray diffraction data collection and refinement {#SEC2-6}
------------------------------------------------

Crystal diffraction data were collected at the PROXIMA 1 beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron, France. Native datasets were collected over 360° rotation ranges at 0.1° oscillation range (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Data was processed using the XDS software package ([@B42]). Initially, the data were processed in *P*2~1~ space group. Molecular replacement was done using the *Z-G4* crystal structure (PDB ID: 4U5M) as a search model to obtain initial phases. Two copies per asymmetric unit were found. Reconstruction in the molecular replacement density map clearly indicated the presence of one right-handed and one left-handed block. The model was iteratively built through cycles of refinement using Phenix ([@B43],[@B44]) and manual rebuilding in Coot ([@B45]). However, the refinement could not be improved beyond *R*~work~ and *R*~free~ values of 23 and 27%, respectively. Moreover, strong signs of twinning were observed in the electron density of T residues from the right-handed block. The data were therefore further processed in the *P*1 space group. In order to increase completeness, data from two isomorphic crystals fished in the same crystallization drop were merged. The twin law -*h, k*, -*l* was used during the refinement procedure in Phenix. The structure was refined to final *R*~work~, *R*~free~ values of 16.42% and 20.19% respectively (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) which contained four molecules in the asymmetric unit.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#SEC3}
======================

The left-handed motif (*Block2*) converts the anti-parallel thrombin-binding aptamer (*TBA*) G-quadruplex to a new conformation {#SEC3-1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Circular dichroism and one-dimensional (1D) ^1^H NMR experiments of both the *TBA* and *Block2* sequences (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) were performed in potassium buffer (70 mM KCl, 20 mM KPi, pH 7.0). The CD spectrum of *TBA* showed peaks at 245 and 295 nm, as well as a trough at 265 nm, typical of right-handed anti-parallel G4s. On the other hand, CD spectrum of *Block2* revealed a peak at 245 nm and a relatively larger trough at 270 nm, characteristic of left-handed parallel G4s (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B46]). The 1D NMR spectrum of *TBA* displayed eight imino proton peaks at around 12 ppm, while the spectrum of *Block2* exhibit two groups of imino proton peaks centered at ∼11.5 and ∼10.5 ppm (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The clear distinction between two imino proton groups and the observation of amino proton peaks at ∼9.5 ppm in the NMR spectrum of *Block2* are consistent with characteristic NMR spectra of left-handed G4s found to date ([@B36],[@B37]).

![(**A**) Sequence, (**B**) CD and (**C**) NMR spectra of *TBA* (black), *Block2* (red) and *TBA-TT-Block2* (blue). The CD spectra of *TBA* and *Block2* resemble that of right-handed anti-parallel G4 and left-handed parallel G4 respectively, while a unique spectrum is observed for *TBA-TT-Block2*.](gkz349fig1){#F1}

The merging of the *TBA* and *Block2* oligonucleotide sequences with a single or double thymine linkers (designated as *TBA-T-Block2* or *TBA-TT-Block2*, respectively) resulted in highly similar CD and NMR spectra ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Time-series measurements of *TBA-T-Block2* ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) demonstrated slow evolution of its imino proton spectra. A sample of the *TBA-T-Block2* sequence was quenched (heated and quickly cooled) and immediately measured by NMR and CD spectroscopy. Initially, a *TBA*-like NMR spectrum, with eight peaks around 12 ppm, equivalent to that of *TBA* alone ([@B38]) was observed, which suggest that the anti-parallel structure is kinetically favorable. The initial CD spectrum also indicated an anti-parallel structure with two peaks at ∼245 and ∼295 nm as well as a trough at ∼265 nm. The sample was then observed for over 8 days with both techniques. NMR experiments revealed the disappearance of the initial set of peaks and appearance of a new set of 16 peaks ([Supplementary Figure S3A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), while CD experiments showed the evolution of the spectrum away from the *TBA* anti-parallel signature ([Supplementary Figure S3B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results clearly demonstrated the conversion of the initial anti-parallel G4 form of *TBA* towards a more suitable form that accommodated the rest of the sequence (from *Block2*) in the final structure.

The CD spectrum of *TBA-TT-Block2* after \>8 days incubation showed a slight deviation from the typical characteristics of a parallel left-handed G4 fold, with an additional low-amplitude peak at ∼295 nm and shift of the negative peak from 270 to 275 nm. Its NMR spectrum showed 16 major well-resolved imino proton peaks at ∼10.5 to 12 ppm, along with amino proton peaks at 9.5 ppm (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Both the spectroscopic techniques implied a certain similarity between the structure of *TBA-TT-Block2* to those of parallel left-handed G4s. However, deviation of NMR and CD characteristics, such as the absence of two distinct imino proton groups and emergence of a CD peak at ∼295 nm potentially suggested a different folding topology.

NMR solution structure of *TBA-TT-Block2* reveals the formation of adjacent right- and left-handed G-quadruplex blocks {#SEC3-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Guanine imino proton resonance assignment of *TBA-TT-Block2* was obtained partly by the site-specific 2% ^15^N enrichment method (G1--G15, [Supplementary Figure S4A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B49]), while the rest of the imino proton peaks were assigned by comparing the spectrum to the previously assigned *Z-G4* spectrum ([@B36]). Guanine aromatic proton resonance assignment was obtained by the long-range through-bond coupling method ([Supplementary Figure S4B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B50]). The solvent exchange analysis revealed that eight out of sixteen guanine imino protons peaks corresponding to G2, G6, G11, G15, G20, G23, G26 and G29 quickly disappeared due to exchange with D~2~O solvent, while the other eight remained intact after 9 days of equilibration in D~2~O ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This result indicated the formation of a four-layered G4 structure as well as classified the guanines into either outer tetrad layers or inner tetrad layers. Note that the imino proton of G8 was not observable suggesting its involvement in one of the G4 loops.

The NOESY spectrum performed at 200 ms mixing time in H~2~O displayed four sets of guanine H1-H8 connectivity patterns in the imino-aromatic proton region (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), showing that the G4 core structure was comprised of four G-tetrads, G2•G6•G11•G15, G1•G5•G10•G14, G18•G21•G24•G27 and G20•G23•G26•G29 (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Combining the NOESY data with the solvent exchange results, we deduced that the overall structure can be divided into two blocks of parallel G4, with each block exclusively containing guanines from either the *TBA* sequence or the *Block2* sequence. The two blocks were connected by a TT linker. The NOESY spectrum performed at 300 ms mixing time in D~2~O displayed H8~(*n*)~--H1′~(*n*)~--H8~(*n*+1)~ sequential-walk patterns in the H8--H1′ proton region ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with missing inter-residue cross-peaks corresponding to residues within some thymine loops. The signal intensities of guanine intra-residue H8--H1′ cross-peaks in the spectrum were uniformly moderate, which implied an all-*anti* conformation in support of the proposed parallel folding topology of the G4 blocks.

![(**A**) NOESY spectrum of *TBA-TT-Block2* (mixing time 200 ms) recorded in the presence of 90 mM K^+^ in H~2~O showing guanine imino (H1)-aromatic (H8) cyclic-connectivity patterns. H1-H8 cross-peaks are labeled with the sequence numbers and shown in distinct colors pertaining to different G-tetrads. (**B**) The schematic of G-tetrad NOE connectivity pattern and cyclic orientations of guanines from each G-tetrads. (**C**) NOESY spectrum of *TBA-TT-Block2* (mixing time 100 ms) showing the strong H1′--H1′ cross-peaks between inner tetrad guanosines. (**D**) Proposed schematic of *TBA-TT-Block2* showing stacking interaction between a right-handed block and a left-handed block. All guanines are color-coded: dark green corresponding to top tetrad, light green for the second tetrad, red for the third tetrad, and pink for the bottom tetrad.](gkz349fig2){#F2}

The interface between the *TBA* and *Block2* was examined by looking at NOESY cross-peaks between the inner tetrad guanines. The D~2~O NOESY spectrum at 100 ms mixing time (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) showed four strong cross-peaks in the H1′--H1′ region corresponding to NOE interactions between G1/G27, G5/G24, G10/G21 and G14/G18. The short spatial distances between the two H1′ protons of the stacking guanosines suggested a 5′-5′ stacking mode between the two sugar groups. Based on this observation, the *TBA* block is deduced to possess a natural backbone progression, while the *Block2*---as previously observed in other left-handed G4s ([@B36],[@B37])---carries a twisted backbone progression, as illustrated in the proposed schematic (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

NMR solution structures of *TBA-TT-Block2* were calculated based on distance, angle, hydrogen-bond and planarity constraints obtained from NMR spectral analyses. Ten lowest-energy structures out of the 100 calculated structures were superimposed and presented together with a cartoon representation of the chosen structure (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The overall structure indicated the formation of adjacent right- and left-handed G4 blocks, connected by a linker comprising of two thymine residues (T16 and T17). The attached *TBA* sequence adopted a parallel right-handed G4 block, with three connecting loops. One base out of each loop (T3, G8 and T12) was observed to be stacking on top of the 3′ G-tetrad core (G2•G6•G11•G15), while the other bases from the loops (T4, T7, T9 and T13) were found to be projecting out. On the other hand, the attached *Block2* sequence maintained a parallel, left-handed G4 structure, featuring one split-guanine tract (G18/G29). The thymine loops for *Block2* were observed to be stacking on the bottom tetrad layer (G20•G23•G26•G29), as previously observed ([@B36],[@B37]) ([Supplementary Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The interface of the two parallel blocks was recognized to comprise of the 5/6-ring stacking mode, with opposing G-tetrad orientations between the two inner tetrads ([@B51]). The NMR restraints used as well as the structure calculations statistics are presented in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

![NMR solution structure of *TBA-TT-Block2*. (**A**) Ten superimposed lowest-energy structures. (**B**) Cartoon view of the representative structure. Guanine and thymine bases are shown in cyan and orange respectively. Phosphate backbone is shown in gray; OP1, OP2 and O4′ oxygens are shown in red.](gkz349fig3){#F3}

###### 

Statistics of the computed solution structure of *TBA-TT-Block2*

  ------------------------------------ --------------- -------
  **A. NMR restraints**                                
  Distance restraints                  H~2~O           D~2~O
  Intra-residue                        8               537
  Inter-residue                        62              195
  Other restraints                                     
  Hydrogen bond                        64              
  Dihedral angle                       16              
  Planarity                            4               
  **B. Structure statistics**                          
  NOE violations                                       
  Number (\>0.2 Å)                     0.600 ± 0.699   
  Deviations from the ideal geometry                   
  Bond lengths (Å)                     0.003 ± 0.000   
  Bond angles (°)                      0.681 ± 0.006   
  Impropers (°)                        0.355 ± 0.004   
  Pairwise heavy atom RMSD value (Å)                   
  G-tetrad core                        0.822 ± 0.156   
  All heavy atoms                      2.359 ± 0.322   
  ------------------------------------ --------------- -------

X-ray crystal structure of *TBA-T-Block2* {#SEC3-3}
-----------------------------------------

The 1D ^1^H NMR and CD spectra of sequences containing both *TBA* and *Block2* with single and double thymine linkers ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) showed that they adopt the same conformation. However, crystals were only obtained for the single thymine linker sequence (*TBA-T-Block2*). We examined the resolved NMR structure of *TBA-TT-Block2* and observed that the linker connects the two G4 blocks, specifically from the first to third G-tetrad (looking from the top). The single thymine of *TBA-T-Block2* was expected to have a similar functionality as its double thymine linker counterpart, preserving the overall structure.

After initial processing and model refinement in the P2~1~ space group, strong evidence of crystal twinning appeared (see Materials and Methods). Therefore, diffraction data from two crystals of *TBA-T-Block2* were merged and processed in the P1 space group and the structure was refined using the twin law -*h, k*, -*l* (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Four molecules were present in the asymmetric unit arranged in two pseudo-equivalent sets, each containing a pair of unimolecular G4s co-axially stacked on each other in a 'tail to head' fashion ([Supplementary Figure S8A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The T21 and T24 residues from the *Block2* unit of one molecule were stacked on the T3 and T12 residues of the *TBA* unit of the second molecule ([Supplementary Figure S8B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The four molecules in the asymmetric unit had an excellent concordance among the guanine cores (pairwise rmsd of 0.347 ± 0.075 Å). However, a rather poor all-atom alignment (pairwise rmsd of 1.306±0.447 Å) was observed due to disorder in the thymine loops, especially in the right-handed *TBA* block. One out of the four molecules was randomly chosen for the purpose of representation of the structure and corresponding electron density (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Data collection and refinement statistics for the X-ray crystal structure of *TBA-T-Block2*

  -------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------
  **Data collection**              
  Wavelength (Å)                   0.98
  Resolution range (Å)             31--1.8
  Space group                      *P*1
  Unit cell                        31.12, 39.27, 53.55, 90.036, 93.029, 89.946
  Unique reflections               22 501 (3070)
  Multiplicity                     4.1
  Completeness (%)                 95.8 (88)
  Mean *I*/sigma(*I*)              10.5 (5.8)
  Wilson *B*-factor (Å^2^)         25.3
  *R*-sym                          0.115 (0.359)
  CC1/2                            0.99 (0.82)
  **Refinement**                   
  Reflections used in refinement   22 497 (2366)
  Reflections used for *R*-free    1131 (121)
  *R*-work                         0.164 (0.263)
  *R*-free                         0.202 (0.265)
  Refined twinning fraction        0.49 for -*h*, *k*, -*l*
  Number of non-hydrogen atoms     2545
  Macromolecules                   2364
  Potassium ions                   15
  Water                            166
  DNA residues                     112
  RMS bond lengths (Å)             0.017
  RMS bond angles (°)              1.36
  Average *B*-factor               29.9
  Macromolecules                   30.2
  Potassium ions                   17.6
  Water                            26.4
  -------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------

Statistics for the highest-resolution shell (1.9--1.8 Å) are shown in parentheses.

![Crystal structure of *TBA-T-Block2*. (**A**) Electron density map (2mF0 -- DFc) corresponding to the final refined structure contoured at 1.0σ. (**B**) Cartoon view of the crystal structure of *TBA-T-Block2*, guanine and thymine bases are shown in cyan and orange respectively. Phosphate backbone is shown in gray; OP1, OP2 and O4′ oxygens are shown in red. Potassium ions and water molecules are shown in purple and red respectively. (**C**) Superposition of the NMR solution (gray) and X-ray crystal (purple) structures showing excellent alignment of the backbones and the guanine bases participating in the G-tetrads. Sugars and bases from the loops are removed for clarity. The different thymine linkers are indicated.](gkz349fig4){#F4}

The crystal structure showed a high degree of similarity with the solution NMR structure presented above (pairwise rmsd of 1.62 Å, excluding residues T4, T7, T13 and T17). The backbone and the guanine bases involved in the G-tetrad had an excellent overlap between the two structures (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For the left-handed *Block2*, the structure consisted of single thymine loops (T19, T22, T25 and T28) connecting the G-tracts, which were observed to be nicely overlapped ([Supplementary Figure S9A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the right-handed *TBA* block, one base (T3, G8 and T12) in each di- or tri-nucleotide loops was stacked upon the G-tetrad, whereas the remaining one(s) projected out of the tetrad. The capping bases were found to be superimposed well, while the protruding bases were not ([Supplementary Figure S9B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is not surprising as the electron density did not fit convincingly around these protruding thymine bases. In addition, our NMR data did not show any inter-residue NOE cross-peaks for T4 and T13, while T7 had cross-peaks with only G8. Both the techniques suggested that these three thymine residues were disordered. Overall, the high degree of agreement between the crystal structure of *TBA-T-Block2* and the solution NMR structure of *TBA-TT-Block2* indicated that the two sequences folded into similar structures regardless of the linker length, and thus confirmed the formation of a structure with adjacent right- and left-handed G-quadruplexes.

Structural analysis {#SEC3-4}
-------------------

### Parallel backbone progression {#SEC3-4-1}

The core structure of both *TBA-TT-Block2* and *TBA-T-Block2* adopt the same topology which includes four parallel strands, with the right-handed block (*TBA*) exposing the 3′ G-tetrad and the left-handed block (*Block2*) exposing the 5′ G-tetrad towards the solvent (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). However, unlike the general parallel strands of a right-handed G4, the sugar-phosphate backbone of each strand in our structure followed a zig-zag orientation as illustrated in Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

![Backbone orientation and stacking of the right- and left-handed blocks in *TBA-T-Block2*. (**A**) Cartoon view showing overall backbone orientation of two blocks in *TBA-T-Block2*. (**B**) Surface view showing the zig-zag direction of the sugar-phosphate backbone in the right and left-handed blocks. (**C**) View from 5′-end of the left-handed block showing anti-clockwise backbone progression from 5′-3′ guanine bases. (**D**) View from 5′-end of the right-handed block showing clockwise backbone progression from 5′-3′ guanine bases.](gkz349fig5){#F5}

### 5′-5′ sugar stacking interface between the left- and right G4 blocks {#SEC3-4-2}

The backbone progression of right-handed and left-handed G4s are one of the defining features that differentiate them from each other. To visualize the difference, we considered a vector from the C5′ atom towards the C3′ atom in one sugar group to determine the local orientation of the sugar, and we regarded the vector from the 5′ G-tetrad to 3′ G-tetrad as an indicator of the backbone progression orientation ([Supplementary Figure S10A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In a right-handed GG step, these two vectors are less than 90° apart, while in a left-handed GG step they are more than 90° apart from each other ([Supplementary Figure S10B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These features allowed the formation of a 5′--5′ sugar stacking mode while maintaining the overall 5′--3′ backbone progression in the left- to right-handed G4 junction as observed in the NMR and crystal structures obtained in this study ([Supplementary Figure S10C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Opposite-polarity G-tetrad stacking {#SEC3-4-3}

Another distinguishing feature between right- and left-handed G-tetrads are their cyclic orientations (or base alignment H-bond directionality) relative to the backbone. Viewing from the 5′ side, the cyclic orientation is clockwise in a parallel right-handed G4 structure (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and anti-clockwise in a parallel left-handed counterpart (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, instead of the same-polarity G-tetrad stacking observed for a parallel structure, an opposite-polarity G-tetrad stacking was detected between the right-handed and left-handed parallel G4 blocks.

### Backbone dihedrals {#SEC3-4-4}

Backbone dihedrals are yet another contrasting feature between the left- and right-handed G4s. We calculated the torsion angles for the dinucleotide steps, G19--G20 and G22--G23 (G25--G26 step was excluded for its divergent values) in the left-handed block as well as dinucleotide steps G1--G2, G5--G6, G10--G11 and G14--G15 in the right-handed block. Measured values are listed in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, which clearly depicts differences in the angle values. Some of the dihedral angles, namely ϵ and ζ, had more striking differences between the two G4 blocks than the other angles. We further observed that both the left-handed block and right-handed block had slightly deviated backbone torsional angle values compared to the regular left-handed (*Z-G4*) and right-handed G4s respectively ([@B36],[@B37]), potentially in order to accommodate the hybridization.

Single-nucleotide loops are preferred or required for the left-handed G-quadruplex formation {#SEC3-5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The solved crystal structure of *Z-G4* (PDB ID: 4U5M) ([@B36]) was shown to adopt a left-handed G4 despite the original right-handed conformation of the isolated *Block1* sequence 5′-d(TGGTGGTGGTGGTT)-3′ ([@B37]) ([Supplementary Figure S11A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In both *Z-G4* and our *TBA*-*T*-*Block2* sequences, *Block2* motifs were shown to drive a different folding topology on the attached sequences (*Block1* and *TBA*, respectively). However, the *Block1* sequence was converted into a parallel left-handed structure, while the *TBA* sequence was changed into a parallel right-handed structure ([Supplementary Figure S11B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Examining the differences between the attached sequences, we noticed that while *Block1* consisted of three single-T loops, *TBA* comprised of relatively longer loops (two TT loops and one TGT loop).

To understand the effect of the loop composition in the attached sequences, we decided to perform a spectroscopic study on a *Z-G4* variance, *Z-G4-T4mod*, introducing one additional thymine in the first loop of *Block1* ([Supplementary Figures S12 and S13A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A single unambiguous spectral assignment based on ^15^N site-specific labelling and D~2~O exchange experiments ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) indicated that the first guanine (G2) of *Z-G4-T4mod* is an inner tetrad residue, similar to that of *TBA-TT-Block2* sequence, and opposite of that of *Z-G4*. Furthermore, the 1D ^1^H NMR spectrum of *Z-G4-T4mod* showed a distribution of imino protons which is also similar to that of *TBA-TT-Block2*, with outer and inner imino protons not clearly separated ([Supplementary Figure S12 and S13B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), as opposed to a clear separation in the case of *Z-G4*. The CD spectra of all the three sequences (*Z-G4*,*Z-G4-T4mod* and *TBA-TT-Block2*) revealed a peak at ∼245 nm and a trough at ∼270--275 nm, indicating the presence of left-handed structures ([Supplementary Figure S13C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, we probed another characteristic of left-handed G4, which is the observation of the NOESY cross-peaks of guanine imino to amino protons ([@B52]). Both amino protons of the outer guanines from a left-handed G4 block are often hydrogen bonded ([Supplementary Figure S13D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B36]), resulting in sharp NOE cross-peaks with the neighbouring imino protons. The 200--300 ms NOESY spectra of the three sequences (*Z-G4*,*Z-G4-T4mod* and *TBA-TT-Block2*) displayed five, three and three sharp imino-amino NOE cross-peaks respectively ([Supplementary Figure S13E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), most likely corresponding to the two left-handed blocks in *Z-G4*, and a single left-handed block in *Z-G4-T4mod* and *TBA-TT-Block2*. Combining all the results, we proposed that the *Z-G4-T4mod* sequence adopts a right- and left-handed G4 hybrid folding topology, similar to that of *TBA-TT-Block2*. Thus, an increase of the size of a single-residue loop from T to TT switched the *Block1* from a left-handed G4 conformation in *Z-G4* to a right-handed G4 in *Z-G4-T4mod*. This result suggests that single-residue loops are preferred or even required for the formation of a two-layer left-handed G4 block. This was supported by NMR experiments from a previous study ([@B37]), where substitutions of a T loop with a TT loop (rather than a C or A loop) in a single block of the *2xBlock2* sequence produced similar results.

Comparison with other helical junctions {#SEC3-6}
---------------------------------------

There are various kinds of junctions between two types of helical structure of DNA, including compact junctions---where all nucleobases from the two types of structures stay in a stacking base-pairing interaction, and open junctions---where there exists a break in the overall structure consisting of one or more non base-pairing residue/s ([Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For instance, a four-way junction (or Holliday junction) ([@B53]) has been shown to accommodate all the bases in pairing conformations, resulting in a compact structure mediated by strong van der Walls, hydrogen bonding and stacking interactions between the four participating oligonucleotide strands ([@B54]). On the other hand, B-to-Z DNA junctions require extruding bases, one from each DNA strands, resulting in more relaxed backbone configuration between the right- and left-handed DNA helices ([@B5]). The junction between quadruplex and duplex has been studied in detail via G4-hairpin structures ([@B55]). Two different orientations of quadruplex--duplex junctions (coaxial and orthogonal) have been identified. Structures of different G4-hairpin with coaxial junctions were reported, some accommodated the direct stacking between the G-tetrad and the Watson--Crick base pair from the hairpin, while the other requires some base-pairing mismatch (A•G) in between the two structures due to the considerable size difference. In contrary, the structures of G4-hairpin with orthogonal junction revealed a loose junction, where there exists multiple non base-pairing residues between the double and quadruple helices. Here, the left- to right-handed G4 junction is shown to simply consist of stacking interaction between two G-tetrads of different cyclic orientations, much like the interaction of right-handed parallel G4 dimer ([@B30],[@B56]).

CONCLUSION {#SEC4}
==========

The first structure of a right- and left-handed hybrid G-quadruplex has been solved via both NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. The original right-handed, anti-parallel thrombin-binding aptamer G-quadruplex is converted into a right-handed, parallel G-quadruplex when connected with the *Block2* sequence, which is a left-handed G4 forming motif. The final hybrid structure comprises of two parallel G-quadruplex blocks with different helical orientations, connected by a linker. Our structural analyses indicate that the structure retains the individual features of both right- and left-handed G-quadruplexes.

DATA AVAILABILITY {#SEC5}
=================

The coordinates for the NMR solution and X-ray crystal structures have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 6JCE and 6QJO).
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